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Abstract
We study both experimentally and theoretically the dynamics of chemically self-propelled Janus
colloidsmoving atop a two-dimensional crystalline surface. The surface is a hexagonally close-packed
monolayer of colloidal particles of the same size as themobile one. The dynamics of the self-propelled
colloid reflects the competition between hindered diffusion due to the periodic surface and enhanced
diffusion due to activemotion.Which contribution dominates depends on the propulsion strength,
which can be systematically tuned by changing the concentration of a chemical fuel. Themean-square
displacements (MSDs) obtained from the experiment exhibit enhanced diffusion at long lag times.
Our experimental data are consistent with a Langevinmodel for the effectively two-dimensional
translationalmotion of an active Brownian particle in a periodic potential, combining the confining
effects of gravity and the crystalline surfacewith the free rotational diffusion of the colloid.
Approximate analytical predictions aremade for theMSDdescribing the crossover from free
Brownianmotion at short times to active diffusion at long times. The results are in semi-quantitative
agreementwith numerical results of a refined Langevinmodel that treats translational and rotational
degrees of freedomon the same footing.

1. Introduction

The non-equilibriumbehavior of active and passive particles ranging frommicroorganisms such as bacteria and
artificialmicroswimmers to passive colloidal particles is the focus of a large number of ongoing studies [1–4].
Whereas biologicalmicroswimmers locomote bymeans of inherently embedded nanomotors generating
oscillatory deformations of their bodies or appendages, non-biological active particlesmust be engineered to
support the special conditions to cause self-propulsion. Passive colloidal particles can be navigated by external
fields orfield gradients and can exhibit non-trivial collective behavior [5–9]. In contrast, active colloidal
particles, the focus of our study, propel in a fluidmedium also in the absence of the above driving factors; for a
review see, e.g. [4]. By consuming fuel or energy, they typically create localfield gradients by themselves, leading
to self-propulsion, while being subjected to rotational Brownian diffusion [10–14].

Themotion of a particle can be significantly affected by the presence of a confining boundary. Due to
hydrodynamic coupling, themobility of a passive particle dragged or rotating in the vicinity of a planewall is
significantly suppressed [15]. In addition, activemotion near surfaces [16–24] or other boundaries such asfluid
interfaces [25] is complicated by the swimmer–wall interaction depending in general on the detailed properties
of the swimmer, thewall, and the fluid [4]. For instance, the concentration of chemical fields near self-phoretic
swimmers can bemodified by the presence of a surface. Further, active particles tend to accumulate at surfaces,
even in the absence of direct, e.g. attractive electrostatic, interactions between the swimmer and the surface [26].
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Apart from surfaces, colloidal particles have also been confined by imposing external potentials. The
transport properties of passive colloidal particles have recently been shown to changewhen driven over one-
[27–30] and two-dimensional [30–34] spatially periodic potential landscapes. Further complexity arises for
time-dependent [35–38] and spatially randompotentials [39–43]. Depending on the details of the driving
mechanism, the use of such landscapes can result in the possibility to precisely control the speed of the net
motion [28, 29, 36, 38], the strength of diffusion [27, 32, 33, 40] and the appearance of transport anomalies
[35, 37, 41–43]. For active colloids confined by external potentials, it has been found that, in certain cases, they
behave similarly to passive particles with an elevated effective temperature [44, 45] or subject to an effective
potential [46]. Initial simulation studies ofmicroswimmers exploring a heterogeneous, random landscape
[47, 48] suggest a rich phenomenology due to the interference of the landscapewith the persistence properties of
the trajectories.

In this combined experimental and theoretical study, we investigate the interplay of active propulsion and a
periodic confining potential. Experimentally, active colloidalmicro-spheres [11, 49, 50] aremoving over a
periodic surface realized as a hexagonal close-packed (HCP)monolayer of colloidal particles. The particles’
activity is controlled by changing the concentration of a chemical propellant. Theoretically, the three-
dimensionalmotion of an active colloid over the crystalline surface is treated as active Brownianmotion in a
two-dimensional energy landscape, while also accounting for the particles’ rotational diffusion.We demonstrate
an intricate interplay between confinement effects and activemotion, leading to non-trivial dependencies on the
long-time diffusion coefficients and crossover timescales.

The paper is outlined as follows: in section 2, we describe the experimental system and analysismethods and
infer quantitative estimates ofmodel parameters. The aspect of active propulsion over a planar surface is
discussed in section 3. In section 4, we proceed to the general case of propulsion over the crystalline surface,
which includes the derivation of explicit analytical, yet approximate expressions, the analysis of experimental
data, and numerical simulations.We conclude by summarizing our findings in section 5.

2. Experimental system

2.1.Materials andmethods
First we describe the experimental system and how the activity of the particlesmay be tuned by changing the
concentration of a chemical propellant, as shown in several previous reports [10, 11, 51]. AnHCPmonolayer
consisting of spherical silica (SiO2)microbeads (average diameter m=d 2.07 m with a coefficient of variation of
10%–15%, Bangs Laboratories) forms the periodic surface uponwhich the active colloidsmove; the lattice
constant of the crystal is set by the particle diameter. TheHCPmonolayer was preparedwith a Langmuir–
Blodgett (LB) deposition technique [52] and covered an entire siliconwafer. A scanning electronmicroscope
(SEM) image of themonolayer can be seen infigure 1(b), and the actual topography of the surface is inferred
from the atomic forcemicroscope (AFM) image infigure 1(d).

The silicamicrospheres werefirst functionalizedwith allyltrimethoxysilane then dispersed in chloroform.
This colloidal suspensionwas then distributed over the air–water interface of an LB trough. A cleaned silicon
wafer is dipped into the trough and, upon slowly pulling out thewafer, themonolayer is compressed to form a
close-packed assembly. This process transfers themonolayer from the air–water interface to the siliconwafer.
Thewafer is then dried and treatedwith air plasma to remove any organic impurities before the experiments.
While the LB technique yields large areaHCPmonolayers of silica beads,microscopic line defects can result
from the latticemismatch between adjacent self-assembled colloidal crystals [53]. In order to ensure consistency
of the underlying substrate topography, the lattice experiments were carried out on the same piece of wafer by
varying the peroxide concentration for the same batch of particles.

The active colloids were fabricated by evaporating a 2 nmCr adhesion layer followed by 5 nmof Pt onto
microbeads of the same type as used for themonolayer; see figure 1(a) for an SEM image. The thus formed Janus
spheres were then suspended into H O2 and subsequently pipetted onto anHCP lattice surface (figure 1(c)). The
Pt on the Janus particle catalyzes the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide (H O2 2) and thus gives rise to self-
propulsion [11]. The strength of the propulsionwas altered by adding different concentrations of aqueous H O2 2

to the colloidal suspension, covering concentrations between 0%and 6%(v/v). For each concentration,
trajectories from10 randomly chosen Janus particles were recorded for 100 s at a frame rate of 10 fpswith a Zeiss
AxioPhotmicroscope in reflectionmodewith a 20× objective coupled to a CCDcamera (pixel size

m m´5.5 m 5.5 m, resolution 2048×1088).

2.2.Data analysis
Wecomputed time-averagedmean-square displacements (MSDs) of 10 trajectories for each H O2 2

concentration, and by averaging theMSDs at each lag timewe obtain the ‘averagedMSD’ and its standard error.
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Datafittingwas performedwith the softwareOriginLab (OriginLabCorp., Northampton,MA) using a
Levenberg–Marquadt iteration algorithm.Due to the linearly spaced time grid, the data points accumulate in the
double-logarithmic representation at large times. To account for the different density of data points at short and
long lag times on logarithmic scales, we used t1 as aweighting factor. Thefits to equations (2) and (10),
respectively, were then performed simultaneously for all 10 data sets of each concentration such that the
different scatter of the data points enters the error estimate of the fit parameters. The free diffusivityD0 wasfixed
initially to its value for the passive particlemoving over a smooth surface andwas slightly adjusted afterwards for
each H O2 2 concentration to obtain the bestmatchwith the averagedMSD curves.

2.3.Height of the potential barrier
Under gravity the Janus particles settle onto the substrate; once settled, Brownianmotion leads to effectively
two-dimensional diffusion in the gravitational potential imposed by the surface. The potential exhibits a
periodic, hexagonal structure of potential wells with adjacent energyminima separated by a distance d 3 . A
series of ‘hops’ are observed between adjacent energyminima, or in analogy to surface diffusion, adjacent
‘adsorption sites.’ Figure 2(a) schematically demonstrates a single hop fromoneminimum to an adjacent one. A
successful hop requires the Janus particle to overcome an energy barrier of height Ea, as depicted infigure 2(b).

The gravitational potential = D( ) ( )x xU mgz is given by the buoyantmassDm of the Janus particle, the
acceleration g due to gravity, and the height profile ( )xz at the two-dimensional position x . The energy barrier
between adjacent potentialminima is thus = D DE mg za , whereDz follows from elementary geometry as
shown infigure 2(c) for the configurations ofmaximal andminimal height. At the barriermaximum (left
columnoffigure 2(c)), the centers of two substrate particles and themobile one form an equilateral triangle. The
Janus particle is thus elevated by =z d3 2max above the centers of the substrate particles. If the Janus particle
is found in a potentialminimum, the centers of three substrate particles and themobile one form a regular
tetrahedron, thus =z d6 3min . For a successful hop, the particlesmust overcome a geometric barrier of
heightD = - »z z z d 20max min , which evaluates toD »z 100 nm for m=d 2 m. This is consistent with the
surfaceʼs height profile obtained fromAFM, see figure 1(d).

The second ingredient to the energy barrier Ea is the total force on the Janus particle, which results from the
competition of gravitation and buoyancy, i.e. the energy barrier is also a function of thematerial fromwhich the
Janus particle ismade. Let usfirst consider a silica sphere which has nometal coating. Then the buoyantmass is

D = Dm VSiO2
, where   D = -SiO H O2 2

is the difference in density between SiO2 and H O2 , and
p= ( )V a4 3SiO

3
2

is the volume of the fluid displaced by the particle of radius =a d 2. For a bare SiO2 bead of
2 μmdiameter, this yields =E k T1.7a B in terms of thermal energy k TB .

In the case of the Janus particle, the asymmetric distribution of themetallic coating needs to be taken into
account. Even though the volume of the cap is small in comparison to that of the bead, it has a significant effect
onEa due to the higher density of Pt. Following [54], wemodel the hemispherical cap as ellipsoidal in shape; the

Figure 1. (a) Scanning electronmicroscope (SEM) image of a single half-coated Janus particle; inset: the dark-blue shows the location
of the Pt cap. (b)Top-view SEM image of anHCPmonolayer of SiO2 microbeads. (c)Anoblique-view schematic of a Janus particle
situated on the periodic, two-dimensional lattice, giving a sense of the corrugated, periodicmorphology of the surface. (d)Atomic
forcemicroscope (AFM) image exhibiting the topography of the surface, inwhich color indicates the height in mm.
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thicknessDa of thedepositedmetal is largest at the topof the sphere and tapers to zero at the equator.This assumption
is justified fromthedepositionprocess,whichdelivers the atoms in the vaporplumeballistically to the surfaceof the
sphere.The volumeof the cap then reads p p p= + D - = D[( ) ( ) ( ) ] ( )V a a a a a a4 3 4 3 2 2 3Pt

2 3 2 , andwith
this, thebuoyantmassof the Janusparticle is    D = - + -( ) ( )m V VSiO H O SiO Pt H O Pt2 2 2 2

.Adopting avalueof
D =a 5 nm as themaximal thickness of the Pt capandusing  = -21.4 g cmPt

3,we estimate
= D D »E mg z k T2.1a B for the energybarrierof the Janusparticle.

2.4.Distance of the particle to the surface
For the Janus particlemoving passively over a smooth plane, we havemeasured for the translational diffusion
constant m=D 0.130 m2 s−1, which implies a translational (hereafter indicated by the subscript ‘T ’)
hydrodynamic friction of z = = ´ -k T D 3.2 10 Pa s mT B 0

8 at =T 298 K. As expected, the presence of a
surface increases the hydrodynamic friction compared to unboundedmotion: comparingwith the Stokes
friction z ph= » ´ -a6 1.74 10 Pa s mT

St 8 in H O2 (h = 0.89 mPa s), wefind z z» 1.8T T
St. For a planar

surface, the friction coefficient zT of a sphere of radius a dragged parallel to the surface at a distance h from the
sphere center obeys Faxénʼs famous result [15, 55]:

z

z
- + - - ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( )a

h

a

h

a

h

a

h
a h1

9

16

1

8

45

256

1

16
, . 1T

St

T

3 4 5

Inserting the above experimental value for zT and solving for hwith m=a 1 m, we obtain m»h 1.3 m leaving a
gap of m- »h a 0.3 m between the two surfaces of the Janus particle and the planar substrate.

Note that Faxénʼs calculation relies on a far-field expansion of theflowfield and is justified only for small
ratios a/h. As can be seen a posterioriwe have »a h 0.8, implying slow convergence. Indeed, truncating after
the 3rd order in a/h yields an unphysical <h a, which isfixed by the 4th order term. The 5th order term
contributesmerely a relative correction of 2%,which suggests convergence of the series. Furthermore, we have
compared this far-field estimatewith the predictions from lubrication theory [55] and a rigorous series
expansion [56] accurate at all separations of the particle and the surface, including the singular limit of close
approach. This cross-check shows that our present experimental situation is still outside the lubrication regime
and equation (1) provides very good estimates of the friction coefficient and the elevationh. In the following, we
anticipate that the translational friction zT does not change appreciably for the range of H O2 2 concentrations
used, although itmay bemodified for activemotion due to altered boundary conditions at the colloidʼs surface.

3. Activemotion on a plane and enhanced diffusion

In order to control the activity, we exploit the H O2 2-concentration dependence of activemotion seen in catalytic
chemical self-propulsion [11]. On a flat, planar surface, theMSD after a lag time t is given by [11]

Figure 2. (a)Top-view schematic of a single hop fromone potential well to an adjacent one. (b) Side-view schematic of an active
particle situated in an energyminimum. (c)Geometry of the barrier between adjacent potential wells due to theHCP lattice substrate.
Toprow: side-view of themobile particle (blue circle) at its highest and lowest out-of-plane positions, zmax and zmin on the left and
right columns, respectively. Bottom row: corresponding top-views, representing the in-plane positions of themobile particle with
respect to the location of the substrate particles (black circles). (d)A cross-sectional representation of the Janus sphere traversing the
energy barrier as itmoves fromone adsorption site to an adjacent one. The center of the sphere follows the black curved arrow, which
is a section of a circle of radius h+a, where h is the ‘elevation’ above the crystalline surface. Themaximumposition corresponds to
the dashed light-blue circle at the top-center portion of thefigure.
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t tD = + + -t-( )( ) ( ) ( )R t D v t v4 2 e 1 , 2t
a,p
2

0
1

2
2

rot
2

rot
2 rot

which follows upon assuming independence of translational diffusion of the colloid center and rotational
diffusion of the Pt cap orientation; hereD0 is the diffusion coefficient for passive Brownianmotion over a
smooth plane, v the root-mean-square propulsion velocity in the plane, and trot the persistence time of the
propulsion direction. The subscripts ‘a’, ‘0’ are used to distinguish between the active and passivemotion and ‘p’
refers to the case of planar surface. Qualitatively, equation (2) implies that the active colloid undergoes passive
diffusion for t ≔t D v40 0

2, ballisticmotion for t t t0 rot, and enhanced diffusion for tt rot. In the
latter regime, theMSDgrows linearly with timewith an increased diffusion coefficient t= +D D v 2a,p 0

2
rot .

Thus at long times, themotion of the active particle displays an enhanced diffusion relative to themotion of the
passive particle (v=0).

Figure 3 shows the experimental results for activemotion on a smooth, planar surface for the six H O2 2

concentrations investigated, fromwhich the enhanced diffusionwas obtained. The solid curves infigure 3 are
fits to equation (2), following the procedure in section 2.2, with the obtained parameters given in table 1. In the
inset offigure 3, we have rectified theMSDby dividing by the time lagt. This way, the crossover fromBrownian
diffusionD0 at short times to enhanced diffusion Da,p at long times can be inferredmore easily, and this
representation serves also as a sensitive test of the fit quality.

The short-time diffusivityD0 was varied between 0.14 and m -0.18 m s2 1 to obtain the bestmatchwith the
averagedMSD curves. The small variability of the background diffusivitymay be attributed to the sparseness of
data points at short timescales, but itmay also reflect possibly altered boundary conditions at the surface due to
the catalytic reaction.We have found that the propulsion velocity vmeasured this way (table 1) increases
monotonically with the H O2 2 concentrationc. Similarly, the long-time diffusivity Da,p grows progressively with
an increase in c and is enhanced overD0 for all concentrations >c 0 studied, in accordance with equation (2).
We remark that v and Da,p for = ( )c 6% v v are significantly larger than the corresponding values for
= ( )c 4% v v , suggesting that additional effects become important for the propulsionmechanism at this high

concentration. Finally, we observe a large, non-monotonic variation of trot, signifying that the rotationalmotion

Figure 3.ExperimentalMSDs of the active particlesmoving over a planar surface for six H O2 2 concentrations%(v/v). Solid lines are
fits to equation (2). Inset: rectification plot of the same data showingD ( )R t ta,p

2 versus t in order tomore clearly expose the crossover
fromBrownian to enhanced diffusion. It also serves as a test of thefit quality.

Table 1.Parameters obtained from fitting equation (2) to theMSDdata for active
motion atop a planar substrate, shown infigure 3. The long-time diffusion coefficient
Da,p was calculated from t= +D D v 2a,p 0

2
rot . The uncertainties are standard errors

of themean obtained from thefitting procedure.

c (( )%v v ) D0 (m -m s2 1) Da,p (m -m s2 1) trot (s) v (m -m s 1)

0 0.13 0.13 ± 0.05 — 0

0.1 0.16 0.35 ± 0.06 11 ± 3 0.18 ± 0.01

0.5 0.14 0.7 ± 0.2 12 ± 3 0.30 ± 0.01

2 0.16 1.4 ± 0.5 4.2 ± 0.7 0.77 ± 0.04

4 0.15 3.6 ± 0.8 7.9 ± 1.2 0.93 ± 0.04

6 0.14 8.0 ± 1.6 2.3 ± 0.6 2.6 ± 0.3
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is non-trivially altered by the activity.We attribute this to imperfections in the Janus particle, causing deviations
from axisymmetric symmetry and thus the possibility of a residual active angular velocity on the particle.

4. Activemotion atop a crystalline surface

4.1. Theory
The behavior of the active colloidsmoving across the crystalline surface is significantly different from the planar
case. The catalyzed chemical reaction on the Pt side leads to two effects describedfirst qualitatively: (i)similar to
the planar case, the Janus particles are actively and directionally propelled over the surface away from the catalyst
coating [57]. (ii)In contrast to the planar case,motion over the crystalline surface is hindered by the particle
becoming transiently trappedwithin potential wells.

According to the above reasoning, the active Brownianmotion in the periodic potential ( )xU may be
modeled in a simplifiedway by an over-damped Langevin equation:

xz= -  +-˙ ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( )x v xt t U t D t2 . 3T
1

0 T

Here, ( )x t and ( )v t are, respectively, the vectors of the particle position and of the propulsion velocity projected
onto the plane of the crystalline surface. The latter is incorporated via the second termon the right hand side of
equation (3). Further, x ( )tT is a two-dimensional Gaussianwhite noise of zeromean and unit (co-)variance,
x x dá Ä ñ = -( ) ( ) ( )t s t sIT T with I the identity tensor, to describe passive Brownianmotion over a planar
surfacewith diffusion coefficient z=D k T0 B T.

The partial case of passive Brownian diffusion taking place in a periodic surface potential is described by
equation (3)with vanishing self-propulsion, =v 0:

xz= -  +-˙ ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( )x xt U t D t2 , 4c T
1

c 0 T

where the subscript ‘c’ stands for crystalline surface. The correspondingMSD,D = á - ñ( ) ∣ ( ) ( )∣x xR t t 00,c
2

c c
2 , is

well approximated by a simple exponentialmemory [58, 59], whichmanifests itself in the velocity
autocorrelation function (VACF) as

d
t

D = - -
D t+ -( ) ≔ ( ) ( ) ( )Z t

t
R t D t

D1

4

d

d
0 e . 5t

0,c

2

2 0,c
2

0
c

c

c

Here, tc is the longest relaxation time of the process andD >D 0c describes the reduction of the long-time
diffusivity due to the presence of the periodic surface relative to the planar case. This ansatz for theVACF
corresponds to keeping only the largest non-zero eigenvalue of the Smoluchowski operator [60]. For theMSD,
one readily calculates:

ò tD = - = - D - D -t-( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R t t s Z s s D D t D4 d 4 4 e 1 . 6
t

t
0,c
2

0
0,c 0 c c c

c

It describes a simple crossover from free, unconfined diffusionwith z=D k T0 B T at short times ( tt c) to
diffusion at long timeswith a reduced diffusion constant = - DD D D D0,c 0 c 0 for tt c. The crossover
timescale tc describes the time after which the particle has explored a single potentialminimum. Its inverse, t-c

1,
may be interpreted as the attempt rate for escaping from the potential well [60, 61].

Next, we combine this result for passivemotion in a periodic potential with activemotion under the
approximation that the diffusivemotion in the potential be independent of the direction of the propulsion
velocity.More precisely, we neglect terms of the form á ñ( ( )) · ( )x vU t 0 ;merely the increment x ( )tT is strictly
independent of ( )v t . Then, the autocorrelation of the propulsion velocity is simply added to theVACF for
passive diffusion,

= + á ñ( ) ( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )v vZ t Z t t 0 . 7a,c 0,c
1

2

Rotational diffusion of the cap orientation determines the propulsion velocity vector ( )v t projected onto the
surface plane. Neglecting the small gravitational torque on the present Janus particles (see also section 4.3), it
follows that

á ñ = á ñ = t-( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )v v vt t v0, 0 e , 8t2 rot

with trot the persistence time of the orientation; for free three-dimensional rotation t = -( )D2rot rot
1.With this,

theMSDof an active particlemoving atop a crystalline surface follows from equations (5) and (7), again by
integration:

t t tD = - D + - D - + -t t- -( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R t D D v t D v4 4 e 1 2 e 1 . 9t t
a,c
2

0 c
1

2
2

rot c c
2

rot
2c rot

In section 4.3, this predictionwill be checked against simulations.
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4.2. Experiment
Figure 4 shows the averagedMSDdata of Janus particles being actively propelled atop the crystalline surface for
six H O2 2 concentrations. As expected, increasing the H O2 2 concentration leads to higher observed propulsion
speeds and higher long-time diffusion. The latter can be directly inferred from the rectificationD ( )R t ta,c

2

displayed in the inset offigure 4. The data suggest further amonotonic dependence on time, either decreasing or
increasing depending on the concentration of fuel, whichwe interpret as a competition of the suppression of
diffusivity due to the potential landscapewith the enhancement due to activemotion.

Fitting equation (9) to the experimentalMSDdatawould, in principle, provide an estimate for the
parametersDDc, v, tc, trot. Following this approach, it turned out all of the parameters depend on the H O2 2

concentration. Specifically,fixing the values of v and trot to those from the experiments with the planar surface
does not produce satisfying fits. Further, the four-parameter fits suggest similar values for tc and trot, which
motivated us tomerge both timescales into a single parameter, τ. This is consistent with the absence of any
minimumormaximumat intermediate lag times in the data forD ( )R t ta,c

2 , whichwould be supported by
equation (9). However, t t»c rot implies that the parametersDDc and v are no longer independent,merely the
combination tD = D -D D v 2c

2 can be obtained. Thus, equation (9) reduces to a simplistic, effectivemodel
of theMSDof a self-propelled particle atop a periodic surface,

tD » + - -t-( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R t D t D D4 4 e 1 . 10t
a,c
2

a,c a,c 0

By construction, this result has the same form as equations (2) and (6), but the interpretation of the parameters is
different in each case. For long times ( t tt ,c rot), theMSD increases linearly, and the combination

t- D +≔D D D v 2a,c 0 c
2 is the long-time diffusion coefficient on the crystalline surface.

We used equation (10) tofit theMSDdatawithD0, Da,c, and τ as free parameters. The results obtained for
each concentration are given in table 2 and thefits shown as solid curves infigure 4 provide a consistent
description of the data.We again observe a slight variability ofD0 and a strong dependence of τ on the H O2 2

concentration. The enhancement of the long-time diffusivity Da,c with increasing H O2 2 concentration ismuch
less pronounced compared to the case of a planar surface (Da,p in table 1), which is a direct consequence of the
trapping potential. The experimental values for the ratio ( ) ( )D c D ca,c a,p vary between 0.5 and 0.1 and suggest a
decrease towards higher concentrationsc.We note that theMSD for =c 0.1% seems to deviate from the overall
trend, andwe exclude this data set from the remaining discussion.

4.3. Simulation of Langevin equations
As an independent check of the above approximate predictions and to gain further insight, we finally proceed to
a refined theoreticalmodel that explicitly includes both the translational and rotational degrees of freedom. The
over-damped dynamics of an active bottom-heavymicroswimmer [62] sedimenting due to gravity onto anHCP
monolayer can effectively be described by Langevin equations for the projected position = ( )x x y, and the
orientation = ( )u u u u, ,x y z [63, 64]:

xz= -  +-
˙ ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( )x u xt v t U t D t2 , 110 T

1
T T

xz= + ´ --˙ ( ) [ ( )] ( ) ( ) ( )u T u ut D t t D t2 2 , 12R
1

R R R

Figure 4.MSDs of the active particlesmoving atop the crystalline surface for six H O2 2 concentrations (%v/v). The solid lines arefits to
equation (10). Inset: rectification of the same data by plotting D ( )R t ta,c

2 versus t.
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where Itōʼs interpretation of thewhite noise is utilized for the second equation. Thefirst equation describes
translationalmotion parallel to the surface and simply reproduces equation (3), wherewe specify the propulsion
term as = v uv0 . Here, v0 is the propulsion strength and  ≔ ( )u u u,x y is the orthogonal projection of the three-
dimensional unit vector u onto the xy-plane. The second equation governs the cap orientation u of the Janus
particle, inwhich = ´T u gmr0 is the gravitational torquewith  = +m V VSiO SiO Pt Pt2 2

themass of the
particle and r0 the displacement of the center ofmass from the center of the sphere due to the heavy cap; for the
Janus particle used in the present experiments, »r a0.020 . The strength of thermal fluctuations is determined
by z=D k TT B T and z=D k TR B R, the diffusivities of the translational and rotationalmotions, respectively,
with xT and xR being independentGaussianwhite noises having zeromean and unit covariance. The effective
substrate potential = D( ) ( )U x y mgz x y, , arises from the buoyancy-corrected gravitational forceDmg on the
Janus particle with the height of its center given by the landscape ( )z x y, . The latter is created by theHCP
colloidalmonolayer and is composed of the upper non-intersecting segments of spheres,

= + - - - -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )z x y h a x x y y, , 13i i
2 2 2

located at the centers ( )x y,i i of themonolayer particles, which form a hexagonal lattice of lattice constant
m= =d a2 2 m, see figure 2(a). For the sphere radius, we use m+ »h a 2.3 m as estimated in section 2.4, see

alsofigure 2(d). Such an effectively two-dimensional representation requires that the particle height adjusts
rapidly to the changes of the landscape, which is the case if the propulsion velocity v0 is sufficiently smaller than
the sedimentation velocity; z m= D »^ -v mg 2.8 m ssed T

1 for the current experiment.
The presence of the surface alsomodifies the rotational hydrodynamic friction.With the above value of the

elevation h, we estimate for the rotational diffusion constants, which are distinct for rotations parallel and
perpendicular to the surface [15, 65]:

» - » -
^

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( )

D

D

a

h

D

D

a

h
1

5

16
, 1

1

8
, 14R

R
St

3
R

R
St

3

where hp=D k T a8R
St

B
3. Again, these far-field expressions for the rotational friction are sufficiently accurate

for the given experimental conditions, whichwe have checked by comparing to [56]. For colloidalmotion in
close proximity to a surface, the translational and rotational degrees of freedom are, in general, coupled through
hydrodynamic fields of the solvent. This coupling is quantified by off-diagonal terms z TR in the grand
resistancematrix [15]. Adopting the far-field result, z ph  ( )a a h6 8TR

2 4 [55], one can show that the
eigenvalues of the dimensionless grand resistancematrix are perturbed by a change of ( )a h 367 relative to1.
Thus, not only by the smallness of this term, but also by asymptotic consistency, we conclude that the
translation–rotation coupling can safely be neglected here. Further, for the sake of simplicity and sincewe are
only interested in the correlation á ñ( ) · ( )u ut 0 , we use the average rotational diffusion constant

+ = -^ ⎜ ⎟
⎡
⎣⎢

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦⎥≔ ( ) ( )D D D

a

h
D

1

3
2 1

1

4
, 15R R R

3

R
St

such that » -D 0.15 sR
1 and t = »-( )D2 3.3 srot R

1 .With this, themodel (equations (11) and (12)) is fully
specifiedwith v0 as a control parameter and is solved numerically with the standard Euler–Maruyama scheme.
We have validated the numerical scheme for the planar case (U=0) by comparing simulatedMSDswith the
exact solution, equation (2), for this case.

First of all we note that equation (12) for the orientational dynamics does not include the position ( )x t and
thus can be solved independently of equation (11). Yet, it remains analytically challenging due to the
gravitational torque term, ¹T 0. The numerical results suggest that the dynamics of the orientation is well
approximated by the free solution á ñ =( )u t 0 and á ñ = -( ) · ( )u ut 0 e D t2 R and therefore t = -( )D2rot R

1. Thus,
the problemdescribed by equations (11) and (12) becomes equivalent to themodel defined by equation (3)with
the velocity correlation prescribed via equation (8). Note that although the orientation of the particle is three-
dimensional, the translationalmotion of the particle is essentially restricted to the horizontal plane. As a result,
for themean-square velocity entering equation (8)wehave á ñ =≔ ( )uv v v2 3.2

0
2

0
2 The latter step tacitly

assumes that all orientations of v are equally probable, which is fulfilled under the approximation of free
rotational diffusion.

Simulations of the activemotion of the Janus particle in the hexagonal landscape, equations (11) and (12),
were performed for different values of v0 with all other parameters fixed to their values asmentioned above. The
obtainedMSDs shown infigure 5 capture the trends of the experimental data (figure 4) semi-quantitatively and
reproduce the long-time diffusion coefficients for propulsion velocities =v v2 3 0 similar to the experimental
values.

Finally, the numerical solutions permit a number of insights into the analytical predictions for theMSD.
First, simulations addressing the passivemotion above the crystalline surface show that equation (6) is a very
good approximation for the experimental regime investigated here.With m= -D 0.13 m sT

2 1 and
= -D 0.15 sR

1, excellent quantitative agreement between the simulatedMSDand the theory is found for the
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parameters t » 0.18 sc and mD » -D 0.055 m sc
2 1. Second, simulations of activemotion above the crystalline

surface indicate that the approximation of equation (9) does notwork universally. For the considered range of
propulsion velocities v0, the simulatedMSDs are significantly overestimated by equation (9) ifDDc and tc are
fixed to their values for passivemotion ( =v 00 ). For the cases whereD ( )R t ta,c

2 ismonotonic in t, it is, however,
possible to obtain good descriptions if we allowDDc and tc to depend on the activity, v0, and estimate themby
thefit for each value of v0. Third, for thesemonotonic cases we have found that equation (10) is a good
approximation to theMSD, see figure 5 and table 3. On one hand, it provides less flexibility because it contains
fewer parameters, in particular it allows for only a single crossover. On the other hand, this is sufficient to
capture the full time-dependence in these cases and the formula is simpler to handle than equation (9). Note that
for high H O2 2 concentrations, when Da,c is larger thanD0, the crossover time saturates, t t» rot. For low H O2 2

concentrations, when D Da,c 0, τmay differ from tR quite significantly.

5. Conclusions

Wehave studied the problemof propulsion of an active colloidal particle above a crystalline surface by a
combination of experiment, theory, and numerical simulations. The experimental system consists of
catalytically driven colloidal Janus spheres sedimenting due to gravity on top of a periodic substrate. The
strength of self-propulsion is controlled by changing the concentration of the chemical fuel, H O2 2. Due to a
relatively heavy cap, the center ofmass of the nearly spherical active particle is slightly displaced from its center,
whichmakes it bottomheavy. The substrate is realized by anHCP colloidalmonolayermade of passive
stationary colloidal particles of similar size andmaterial.We have investigated theMSDof the Janus particle and
extracted the parameters characterizing different regimes ofmotion. In particular, we looked at the long-time
diffusion coefficient, how it changes relative to the free diffusivity and how it develops from the Brownian
motion at short timescales.

We have considered two limiting cases, which permit comparably simple interpretations, andfinally studied
their interplay. First, we have focused on the active propulsion above a planar surface, which shows an enhanced
long-time diffusion constant and is in agreement with previously known results. Fitting the full time dependence
of theMSDs provides additional details on how activitymodifies the rotational diffusion. Second, we have
investigated the case of passive diffusion above a crystalline surface, which plays the role of a trapping potential
and results in the suppression of the particle diffusivity. Third, we have studied the interplay of these two factors,
which have opposite effects on the diffusion constant.We show that depending on the strength of the activity
relative to the strength of the trapping potential, the long-time diffusion constant can be either lower (weak
activity) or higher (strong activity) relative to the free diffusion. In all instances studied, the diffusion constant of
an active particle remains larger than that of a passive particle.

The analytical theory is based on a simplified over-damped Langevin equation, equation (3). Based on the
fact that the gravitational torque of the particle is weak, we reduce the problem to the case of a particle whose
orientation is subject to free diffusion and suggest a theoretical formula that describes theMSDand involves two
generally distinct timescales to describe the twofold crossover from free to active diffusion due to (i) the periodic
trapping potential and (ii) rotational diffusion. Further, we show that the present experimental data display a
simple crossover involving only one timescale. Numerical simulations of the full Langevinmodel, equations (11)
and (12), explicitly addressing both the translational and orientational degrees of freedom, confirm the

Figure 5.TheMSDs obtained from simulations (markers) for different values of v0 for m= -D 0.13 m sT
2 1, = -D 0.15 sR

1 and the
corresponding fits (solid lines) of equation (10); see also table 3. In the simulations, v0 is adjusted such that the experimental long-time
diffusion coefficients Da,c (arrows) for the different H O2 2 concentrations are approximately recovered.
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expressions for theMSD in the partial cases of activemotion above a planar surface (equation (2)) and for the
case of passivemotion above the crystalline surface (equation (6)). For the general case, the suggested analytical
formula, equation (9), is shown to serve as an approximationwith only semi-quantitative agreementwith the
numericalmodel.

Finally, we note that our analysis of the experiment does not depend on details of the propulsionmechanism
and on the particular realization of the confining potential. Therefore, we expect that ourfindings apply equally
to a broad class ofmicroswimmersmoving in a periodic landscape. Closely related and potentially interesting
experimentsmay usemagnetic garnetfilms [8], critical Casimir forces close to chemically patterned surfaces
[66], colloidal carpets [67], or even ‘active’ (e.g. Pt-coated) surfaces. Our study touches also fundamental
questions concerning hydrodynamic coupling phenomena in the lubrication regime [22] and non-equilibrium
transport near crystalline [33] or quasi-crystalline [34] surfaces.
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